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Dated: 09.08.2017

To.
Smt. Sujata T. Ray

Hon.Director (HR)
BSNL Corporate Office,
New Delhi-lf 0001

Sub: Request reminder for initiation of the Pre-preparatory work in regard to the
conduction of DPC for JTO (T) to SDE (T) promotion under seniority quota upto current
vacancy y ear 2016-1 7-Regarding.
Reference: 1. No. 2-1812007-Pers.II, Dated 14.07.2017
2. AITEEA letter to PGM (Pers) vide no. AITEEA/CHQ/I{R/2017, Dated 22.06.2017.
3. UF letter to Hon. Director (HR) vide no.UFl2\l7,Dated 22.06.2017
Respected Madam,

With due respect, your kind attention is invited towards the important HR issue i.e" promotion of
JTO(T) to SDE(T).We are aware of the facts and efforts being taken by your good self to meet
the acute shortage of officersin the field units& meet the promotions pending in this cadieto
motivate young worth Executives.Pre-preparatory work has already been initiated by the
personnel cell for the conduction of DPC/CPC to fill-up the vacaqt SDE posts up to the vacancy
year 2010-11 only,under Seniority cum fitness quota, as to issue the promotion order.
In this regard, we would like to submit again that conducting DPC/CPC for the vacancy year up
to 2010-1 lonly in the year 2017 is neither logical nor sufficient to meet the shortage of SDEs in
the field units apart from delaying promotions of those Executives who are also eligible at this
juncture.You will recognize the facts that JTO batches of 2007 &2008, one SRD batch have
already completed their residency period, so as to be considered for the promotion to the SDE
(T) post and are waiting for their first promotion in BSNL for the years together.

As SDE recruitment rule is silent on whether the LDCE is to be conducted first or DPC for a
particular vacancy year and does not say anything about it, conduction of DPC/CPC up to the
current vacancy year is quite possible and is veryneeded one, eventhe LDCE for these vacancy
years could not conducted till date.LDCE was devised to provide a fast track promotion but
unfortunately it could not be conducted in time and already delayed the due promotion through
this channel for more than,5 years. Now on the pretext of the non-conduction of LDCE,
withholding DPC/CPC for the corresponding vacancy years is not at all justified and is a doubR
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of the young officers in BSNL'As
attack on the limited and legitimate promotional avenues
and eligible candidates are there,
sufficient number of vacancies for the SDE post is available
required to conduct DPC/CPC up to
waiting since long back for their promotion, it is very much
Their Seniority in the promoted
the current vacancy year i.e. 20r6-t7 to fillup all the vacancies.
court judgment and may also be allowed
SDE cadre may be kept pending till the outcome of the
in future, to improve
to appear in the LDCE for their eligible vacancy years, to be conducted
desired at this juncture and is of
their seniority. Thisinitiative from management is very much
young officers in the BSNL'It is equally
utmost importance to maintain the motivation level of
interest of BSNL'
important for the growth of our Company and is in the best
pGM (personnel) has already been intimated about these facts on dated 22.06.2017 through the
AITEEA in his chamber on dated
letters referred above & in ameeting with office bearers of
18.07.2017.
esteemed self kindly intervene to issue necessary
work for DPC/CPC, considering all
direction to the personnel cell to initiate the pre-pre paratory

we therefore submit & request before your

thevacantpostsofSDE(T)uptothecurrentVacancyyear20|6-|7,
Anticipating Your kind resPonse,

Yours Siri

General Secretary

Copy to: l.ShriA.M.Gupta,GM(SR),BSNL,CorporateOffice'NewDelhi'
New Delhi.
2. Shri D. Chakravarty, PGM (Pers), BSNL, Corporate Office,

